Rocna anchor praise
After bending my genuine 65Ib
CQR I felt j ustified in investing in
a new generation re placement.
After doing some research I
bought a 33kg Rocna, slightly
heavie r than my CQR, as per the
recommendation for my vessel particulars.
An article soon appeared (YM, August 2 017)
by one of you r learned contributors
suggesting these new generation anchors
were not tested on difficult sea bed
conditions and may not
be all they were cracked up to be.
The photo (right) shows my new Rocna
after a night in Loch Pooltiel last summer
with gusts of 50 k nots. I believe from many
yea rs' experience with my CQR that it would
have d ragged in these circumstances.
Roger Beecroft
Vyv Cox responds: Testing of most anchors
currently on the market shows that in the
vast majority of cases so-called 'new
generation' anchors, basically those with
concave flukes, out-perform previous
generation ones that are convex. There are
a few anomalies, for example, it has been
suggested that roll bar anchors such as the
Rocna have problems resetti ng on w ind/tide
changes on heavy mud sea beds. This has
not been my own experience and indeed ,
even g iven this possib le drawback, my
Rocna has been successfully deployed
in circumstances in which my previous
Delta and CQR would have fai le d.
However, what all authorities agree
upon is that anchoring in heavy weed is a
lottery. Instead of relying upon a relatively
homogeneous sand/mud/shingle seabed, the
anchor is forced to rely upon the strength of
the roots by which the weed is attached to the
bottom. You may read somewhat meaningless
statements about 'ensuring that your anchor is
well dug in' in your pilot of choice, but in the
end you w ould be better finding somewhere
weed-free if possible. Rocna anchors are one
of the most widely sold w orldwide, for the
good reason that their reliability is well-proven.
I think your purchase was wise.

MAIN: Roger's new Rocna
held fast during a night in loch
Pooltiel with wind gusts of 50
knots, despite this heavy weed.'
LEFT The Rocna with a boulder
caught between
flukes and roll bar
BELOW RIGHT: CQR anchor
after a night of Force 7. I have
seen many like this but never
witnessed one that rolled into
the vertical position with both
sides of the fluke active
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